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Engineered and Integrated Himalayan Salt Wall 
Panels for Commercial and Residential Applications
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100% Pure Trace Minerals 

Himalayan Salt is composed of ancient minerals and 
nutrients. The known benefits of Himalayan Salt include 
weight loss, detox, and balanced hormones. It's vibrant 
pink color indicates that it is high in minerals and iron. 
Himalayan salt contains 84 different trace minerals that 
are bio-identical to your body, which means that the salt 
is able to communicate with your body in an efficient and 
quite delicate way. Hand-mined and hand-processed in 
the Himalayas, this salt is minimally altered; these 
untainted crystals have spent thousands of years 
maturing under ancient lava beds.

100% Free of Harmful Adhesives & Toxic  VOCs
Salt Wall Systems was born from the beauty and 
Himalayan Salt itself. We have developed a system that 
maintains the purity of the salt and eliminates the need 
for harmful adhesives and toxic  VOCs.



Benefits of Himalayan Salt

Himalayan Salt Simplicity

In 2006, a study published in the New England Journal 
of Medicine found that inhaling a high concentration 
of Himalayan salt improved lung function in cystic 
fibrosis sufferers. Further studies prove that the 
symptoms of chronic asthma and bronchitis 
dramatically improved upon inhalation of a Himalayan 
salt-based solution.

Himalayan crystal salt creates negative ions, which 
have the ability to combat the effects of free radicals 
while producing a surprisingly relaxing sensation. 
Much like the feeling you get at the ocean, or 
immediately following a storm, air charged with 
negative ions suppresses serotonin within the 
body, thereby instigating higher energy levels and 
positive moods. The power of fresh air is our life-blood, 
it affects every part of our body.
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Commercial Applications

Spa/Wellness Centers Hotel

Salt Wall installations immediately communicate a Spa or Fitness Centers 
focus & commitment to excellence and wellbeing. The benefits of 
Himalayan Salt Walls are enhanced when rooms become heated; hot yoga 
studios and/or heated treatment rooms are ideal locations.

Sun Valley Salt Walls create a beautiful and inspiring environment that will
immediately reduce stress and promote wellness.

Sauna Retail

Himalayan Salt Walls can be placed virtually anywhere within a retail 
environment and will immediately transform a space into an exquisite and 
unforgettable venue.
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The Himalayan Salt Walls found within commercial saunas provide a truly 
profound experience. Combined with heat, the beautifully backlit Salt Walls 
create a sanctuary of healing and wellness. Salt Walls can be integrated into 
any new or existing sauna project.



Residential Applications

Living Room Kitchen

Turn your dining area into a room your guests will never forget. Himalayan
Salt Walls placed as framed works of art make a bold statement.

Himalayan Salt Walls as a stove or counter back-splash will immediately 
create a unique and elegant home environment.

Bedroom Bathroom

Turn your bedroom into a sanctuary of health and relaxation. A Himalayan
Salt Wall placed behind a bed or framed as a headboard will immediately
trans-form any room.

Not only are Himalayan Salt Walls exquisite in a bathroom setting but 
they are equally healing when combined with heat and steam.
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Himalayan Salt Panel Brick Colors

Pink Salt Panel White Salt Panel Red Salt Panel
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Perimeter LED Lighting

Integrated LED Lighting
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Sun Valley  Salt's  Snap  Fit  Design 

18”

16” 

Back View Side View 

1 3/4”
(4.5 cm) 

Hanging Wall Panel for Existing Wall Structure 
The  following example is for a 10 panel (W 80” x H  36”) salt wall.

1. Prepare Wood Moun�ng Pla�orm
Individual salt panels weigh 22lbs [10 kg] which require a strong moun. ng pla�orm. Most exis�ng wall structures include drywall, CMU or 
brick. AWood Moun�ng Pla�orm for the panels is required.

2. Cut plywood (min ¾” [1.9 cm] thickness) one inch bigger on all four sides than the dimensions of the
size of the planned salt wall. For example: if salt wall dimension is W 80 x H 36, cut mounting board W 
82 x H 38.  (particle board is not an acceptable mounting surface). Ensure plywood is level and squared.

Install  Wood Moun�ng System

Salt walls can be installed at any elevation or angle. Once the location is determined, the mounting 
board must be anchored into structural wall components (e.g. framing or rock wall).  
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Example for 10 panel Salt Wall 
Himalyan Salt Panel dimensions:

82'' W

38'' H 

Mark ver�c al center point 41''

Mark horizontal center point 19''

3. Mark Centerline

Once mounting board is anchored the center-lines must be distinguished. 
Strike both horizontal and  vertical center-lines. 
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Salt Panel Dimensons:16'' W x 18'' H
Each Himalayan Salt Panel is composed by 6 Himalayan Salt Bricks Salt Brick 
dimensions: 6'' W x 8'' H

    82'' W x 38'' H  



4. Install the Anchor Panels

The first panel installed in a salt wall is the most important, it’s called the bo om anchor panel. The 
bottom anchor panel needs to be the center panel of the bo om row. If the bo om row contains an even 
number of panels, the anchor panel needs to be the center right panel.  

Note: 
If row consists of even number of 
panels, begin with the center right 
panel as the anchor panel.  

Align ver� cal center line to 
center of panel 

Bo� om of mounting flanges must 
come to edge of moun� ng board 

Align top edge of salt with 
horizontal center line 

Note: 
Use driver to 
mount stainless 
panel screws 
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Salt edge must be level with 
horizontal center line 

Install panels moving outward 

Salt panel seems should be 
snug.  
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5. Install the Row Panels
Once the center Anchor Panel is installed. Mount remaining row panels outward. Justify each panel to be 
level with the horizontal center line and a snug seam with the adjacent panel.  



6. Install Second Anchor Panel
Once bo om row is complete, install second row Anchor Panel on top of bottom anchor panel. Assure 
there is a snug seam at the bottom. Use an Angle Square to assure 90 degrees on both lower corners 
(adjust as necessary).  

Top Anchor Panel should fit 
� ght and square with the 
bo� om Anchor Panel 

Bottom 
Anchor 
Panel 

Top 
Anchor 
Panel 
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Cleaning Instructions
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1. Lightly dust off your salt panels with a dry 
cloth or gentle blower.

2. Gently wipe the front and sides of your salt 
with a damp rag. Do not use soap, oil or any 
other substance than water.

3.  Repeat no more than once per week.

Cleaning your Himalayan Salt Panels is 
Simple; Remember LESS is MORE



Panel frame

DO NOT
nick or cut
LED strips

Salt brick

Handling Instructions

1. All Salt Frames MUST be carried frame-side up with
both hands supporting the salt bricks underneath
(image above).

2. If your Himalayan Salt Panel Frames include integrated
LED lights be sure the LED light strips are protected and
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protected and free from anything that could potentially
cut/nick the LED strip.

3. Himalayan Salt Panel Frames should always be
placed salt face down unless you have something
supporting the backside (frame-side) of the panel.
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